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II •" Sie U;;ie of a î- Propûrtione,]. Counter 

".als P. ce îlourt. aiia 'ùig-jhar- C. C. Reis 

¿itholute Me?: su rement [aborator,.- - Hi<,clear Flrysics ')ivlsic:;x̂  

ííeste ti'aliíilho c • autores expõem as técnicas usadas ,:e 

Taboratórlo de Medidas Absolutas deste lüíjtituto para a meĉ ; a 

precisa da atividade fibsolu'ta de emlF-Çí-Tes alfa e beta^ i.rtili2,,ií 

do \m detetor proporcional k , 

Alguma & das vantagens deste método sao guc o í'ator ^̂ e 

geometría é igual a l e es ctirreçoes de absorção no suporte • a 

fonte podem toltfar-Be bástente pequenas no caso de serem utiliza 

dos filmes plásticos nulto fiaos. 

3ao descritas também as técnicas de preparação de fon-

tes 8 é apresentado o problema ds auto-absorçao. 

Pode-se obt.er, se as condições forem favoráveis, pr9c_i 

sao de csx»ca de if aa medida absoluta da atividade dos radioi.só-

topos, 

RÉ3fM¿ 

Bs.ns ce travail on expr^^e les techniques qui sont ut 

Usées RU l'aboratoire de Mesures Absolues de cet Institut poiir

la mesure precise de l'&etivibé absolue des émetteurs beta ^rt 



c'lpbi en u t i l i G a i r t un compteur ppojsórtions^l 'i- ̂  , 

L'iiî:, de¿ avriñ.tm:es de cette méthode ê t; qtie 1'-' .•ctour 

de géometri'? est ée/O 1 et ).es ooi-r-ectioii;; d'aljsox'pttoii )csiO l e 

s-apport de la ;^Oi peuvent c,rfven.tr •'.rea potitos si l'on ut5I-,fíe 

des films plastic'i":e trè» -In o es. 

Qn présente r:ussi les tecb:i:,<TiR3 preparation de '̂ -our 

ces et le problème de l'auto-absorptiijn. 

Dims dea conditions lavtrable:; on ,;eut. obtenir tivee le 

ôĜ Tipteur 11-rr (\r:ij précisions d'euiviron de 1;' dsn/"; les mesures :t.;>!j 

l-.ies de l'activité de;:; radioélément;., 

mSTEACT 

líüG paper present à.. ÍI d1cc\isslon f-n. the tecîiïit(iii=='̂: ..r̂ ed 

at the itb&olute ileañvi:rerner-:ts • iiboî'aioî-*y f ttie ''inatituto de En.er 

gia Atomics" for r, ivro' ;;:e evaluation of the activity of beta or 

alpha emitting ..L̂ jotc'peü 'b^ saecme of ir îY propor-tional coianter. 

One of the adv-mtages of -ii-iis ¡netiicd i"- t̂ha:;,, alnce oil 

particles emitted ithin a h Tí solid angle can be detected, there 

is no corr-ectiou for the Geomcwy f^i^torj at tt.e .ime time, t'le 

use of ve5:y thi,n ïnetallized soviroe support films eliminates or 

nakes very anrtll il::e .vcr'T.ributiori dv̂ * t.o errr-̂ f, arising fro;vi self-

-soatteriac ?'tcciT-tîoí] itirough, the supporting source material. 

.Ah a result^ inim cxio care is taken, the at^solute 

activit:ie5 can t>e meaiU'-'al with a ,;recioic>]-i of the orc'ler of 1/. 

/ d G'-'u,:;£ion '3 alFo pro.î'̂ vivod on the different 

•'".echsiii-j.e3 used the pi-<..'yai''at,ion of souroe;: fĉ r absolute -¡-jehiEure 
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I - IFIRODUCTIOM 

The use of a h\> proportional counter is, practically 
the only method available for measuring the activity of a pure 
beta (or alpha) emitter with a precision of the order of 1^ .̂ For 
nuclides in which the piarticle emission is followed by a single 
gamma ray or by a gamma-ray cascade, the use of the coincidences 
between the particles eoid gamma rays affords a simple and almost 
straightforward method of evaluating the absolute activity, 
provided that the disintegration scheme of the nuclide is known. 

Since the meiiiod of using a kTl proportional counter is 
devised to allow a precision as close to 100^ as possible to be 
reached, its results will depend on the characteristics of the 
counter design^ of the electronic circuitry, and of the source 
under measurement! it is also important to know the energy spectrum 
and the energy or the energies of the particles which are being 
counted0 

Another advantage of the use of a 4 î< proportional 
counter is that since many correction factors can be eliminated, 
it is possible to make the contribution of the others sufficiently 
small to allow Its influence to be practically negligible as a 
source of error in the absolute activity determination. 

Another important characteristic of a hf^ coumter i.s I-!.?" 
intrinsic higli. efficienciJ^i, due to the fact that no absorbers do 
exist between the source and the active area of the counter and 
its ability to count any particle, emitted under a 2 ̂  angle in 
each hemisphere, giving rise to more than a pair of primary ions 
inside the counter vol'jme. Spurious counts, such as the multiple 
discharges which occur in a Geiger Müller counter are inexistent. 

The advantages outlined above points out to another 
important application of such counters when associated xvith one 
or two scintillation counters, in the determination of the absolute 



counting rate of sources which emit either beta or alpha rays in 
cascade with gamma rays, since it is well known that the method 
of coincidences allows a higher degree of precision to be reached 
when one of the detectors has an intrinsic efficiency of about 
locy^ 

k'^ counters can be used either as proportional counters 
or as Geiger Müller counters. In this paper we will be concerned 
essentially with the proportional counter, since it is known that 
it presents several advantages over the Geiger MÜller counter. 
Amongst the disadvantages of the use of Geiger Müller counters, we 
should point out the long dead time and the difficulty in establish 
ing the correction due to the formation of multiple discharges. 
Although the latter phenomenon can be evaluated by the slope of the 
plateau, and criteria are available for extrapolation of the measur 
ed counting rate to its "true" value, the instability of the 
phenomenon due to changes in the properties of the cathode surface 
and the presence of small impurities in the gas introduce sources 
of error which are difficult and tedious to be taken into account. 
One of the important advantages of the proportional counter is 
that whenever a pulse appears, there is no question that it was 
originated from a certain number of ion pairs liberated inside the 
counter by an ionization process. Besides, when a suitable gas 
filling is used, the proportional counter presents a very small 
dead time, and its time lags are also smaller than in a 
conventional Geiger Müller coxmter. 

The main disadvantage of the use of proportional counters 
is the necessity of using a very stable linear amplifier; this is 
a problem, however, vjhich presents no serious difficulties when 
such an apparatus is designed to present characteristics which 
make them almost independent of either the tubes or transistor 
parameters, by the use of negative feed-back and by a conservative 
design and choice of components. 



'llie true ecnmting rat-e of a source, as nieasur̂ ed by a 
counter^ is given by 

where N and E are the counting rates of counters A and B, C is 
the coincid;.ence rate due to cosmic rays \\'hich have thei.r path 
througil both chambers A and B and, to particle which give rise to 
a discharge in both counters and B̂ . is the background counting 

S 
rate of both chambers or counters. 

Tiie factor most difficult to take into account is C. 
Although the number of eoirtcidences due to cosmic rays traversing 
both counters can be readily measured, a large difficulty is 
presented when one wants to evaluate the contribution due to 
particles from the source which give rise to a discharge in both 
counters. Such discharges can be present whenever a particle, 
emitted in one hemisphere, is scattered back and can penetrate the 
other chamber either through the source film support or through 
the metal diaphragm used as the film holder. Another source of 
such coincidences is due to the real coincidence between a particle 
which traverses one counter and a secondary electron produced by 
a gamma ray in cascade with the disintegrating electrons. 

Although scattered electrons from one chamber to the 
other could be absorbed by using a sou.rce supporting diaphragm 
sufficiently tliick, its use would present the disadvantage of 
being an efficient converter to the gamma rays associated with 
the particle emission. It is a good rule, therefore, to build the 
proportional counters with a low atomic nijmber material - such as 
aluminium - and use a light diaphragm on the same material. The 
contribution due to scattered particles from one chamber to the 
jther can be evaliiated by a com.parlson of the activities of a 
lource, mounted on a thin film, and. the decrease of the number of 
•cha observed coincidences when the diaphragm is changed into a 
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infinitely thick one (in relation with the range of the most 
mergetic particles) and. the source is backed by an absorber of 
the same tiiickriess as the diaphragm. Of course those measurements 
should be carried out. i-y usiiig a pi.u'e beta ray emittei'. 

The effect of coincidences due to eleotroracganana rays 
can be evaluated by means of a coraparison between the observed 
counting rates due to a pure beta emitter and one disintegrating 
through, a complex scheme. A knowledge of the sensitivity of the 
eqxiipment is necessary, in order to make those correction 
independent of the shape of the spectrum and of the disintegration 
energy of the nuclide under consideration. 

II - DESCRIPTION OF TliE DETECTOR 

The h ^ proportional ccuiiter used at the laboratory for 
Absolute Measurements of the IFA Is a modification of the original 
model built by Tracerlab (fig. l). Th.e main modifications produced 
by us are in the anode structure and in the pre-amplifier built In 
a position adjacent to the counter chamber. 

It consists essentially of two cylindrical aluminium 
chambers 7,5 cm in diameter and 9,j5 cm high, shielded by thick lead 
absorbers. T!ie anodes we are u,slng are loops 0,076 cm in diameter 
made of stainless steel wire 2 mills .in diameter. They are p,laced 
symmetrically .in relation to the source so that the distance between 
t.he center of the loop and the source is 2,8 cm. A provisj.on for 
piping the flovjing gas which leaves the counter to the external 
atmosphere was also incorporated, in order to avoid undue contamina
tion of the coimting atmosp.here which is air-conditioned. 

Figure 2a is a block diagram of the counting system, 

til - COIJI-JTING C0BRECTT013 
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As it was pointed out before, rnaxiy corrections which 
have to be taken into account with other methods of absolute measure^ 
ment are either eliminated or their influence reduced when a 
proportional "m-íí counter system if: used. In the followamg lines, 
the influence of the different sovn-ces of errors villi be discussed„ 

a) Geometry o 

The irifluence of ilia geoirietxy factor can be neglected 
when the counter is properT;,'- d,esigaedo .Aiy deviation from the 
theoretical hTf geom.etry can be due only to the loss of particles 
emitted, tangentially to ttie plane of the source, or, to the 
inability of p.articles emitted almost tangentially to produce ion 
pair due to a short geometrical pa,th betvieen their erais,5ion point 
and the counter- -wall» The ini'luence of the above causes of error 
can be minimized by using a very thin source mounting diaphragm and 
by using a source of a diameter small as compared with the counter 
diameter. Qn the othei* hand, the influence of the thickness of 
the ring used to suppoi't the source film, can be made sufficiently 
small by using film supporting frames of a fairly large diameter. 
To avoid, the form.ation of charged points on the film v/hich could 
give rise to spurious discharges, tlie practice of covering the 
films with a thin conducting (metallic) layer which is evaporated 
in vacuum o As it is v/ell Jsnown, unless a conducting film is provid
ed, the source mounting can become charged with positive charge 
vihich gives rise to a disturbance of the electric field in the 
neighbourhood of such points; the net result of such a phenomenon 
is the decrease of the ionization probability provoked by the 
decrease of the electron mobility a.nd the consequently larger 
probabili'ty of recombination. 

b) .Absorption in the source mounting support. 

By using plastic res.ins now a v a i l a b l e i t is possible 
to make films for supporting the sources vjhieh are only a fevi 



niicrograms/ciii'" thick; for those mounting films and "invisible" 
sources (which can be prepared from carrier free isotopes), the 
corrections due to absorption are very small and can usually be 
neglected. 

In case a higher degree of precision is wanted, the 
influence of this factor can be evaluated and its effect taken 
into account in the final activity calculation. 

c) Self-absorption 

Since the corrections for self-absorption in a thin 
source are usually smaller tiian 0,2^ ,̂ the corrections on the count_ 
ing rate can be assessed under some approximations. 

If the mass of the source is biown ejad Its area is measur 
ed approximately (with a ruler, for instance), the mean source 
thickness can be deduced. 

Let t be the lialf thiclaiess for the beta particles in 
the source and a the mean source thickness, both measured in mg/cra-; 
if I is the true activity, the raeasijred or apparent intensity I 
is given by 

I = 
m 1 

(4-) 1/2 d a 

m 

whence; 

m 

a 
1 - ( 4 - ) ^1 /2 1 ^ ( 4 - ) h / 2 

"0,693 a 
a /2 

Now, if vs'e asstime that a <.< t, we can v/rite 

^m , . . , . . " \ / 2 AJ 1 - 0,5̂ 6̂ 
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IV - oPERA^noN coiroiTi:o??s 

In order tl'iat any particle emitted by the source be count 
ed by the registering tinit, it is necessary tliat; 

1) any particle will give rise (in the sensitive volvmie 
of the proportional covaiter) to a number of ion pairs equal to 
or larger than xj 

2) that the probability of such ion pairs giving rise to 
a pulse of sufficient amplitude to be registered is equal to 1 . 

In the ca,se of a proportional counter, the minimum number 
of pairs of ions (produced by the Incoming particle) required to 
produce a pulse dV depends both on the gas amplification and on 
the distributed capacii;y of the input circuit of the counter 

where 

Q .... is the total collected charge by the counter anode 
C .... is the distributed capacity of the anode 
n .... is the number of ion pairs produced by the primary 

particle 
A .... is the gas amplification factor 

For proportional counters carefully built, n can be as 
small as 1 , a value between 1 and 10 being usual. 

If one assumes as 35 eV the average energy required to 
form an ion pair, the upper limit of 10 ion pairs corresponds to an 
energy loss of about 350 eV - wliat is equivalent to say ttiat under 
those experimental conditions no electrons of an energy smaller 
than 350 eV will be counted. 

The apparent advantage of a Geiger Müller coimter 'in 
being able to give rise to a pulse when only one pair of ions is 
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formed is offset by the uncertainties in the correction of the 
effect of multiple discharges and by the circumstance that the 
number of rays which have an energy below this value (550 eV) is 
very small for the normal beta emitters and its number can be 
evaluated with a fairly good degree of accuracy. 

If one examines the energy distribution spectrum of the 
several nuclides, one can realize that the fraction of particles 
which have an energy between 0 and 550 eV as compared with the 
number of particles of an energy above 550 eV can be neglected in 
most measurements, whenever the maximum energy is fairly large -

52 198 90 as in the case of P-'̂  , Au , Sr etc.. 

In the case v;here the disintegration energy is small 
one has, for instance: 

nuclide E max. ^ loss 

Ŝ -̂  0,17 MeV 0,k i 

C^^ 0,15 MeV 0,6 

The conclusion is that for the accin^ate evaluation of 
activities of beta emitting isotopes, the influence of this 
correction must be taken into account only when low energy 
isotopes are under measurements and only where a high degree of 
accuracy is wanted. 

V - INFLUENCE OF THE GAS 

There are several gases which can be used sucessfully 
for filling proportional counters. 

The influence of the gas nature on the slope and length 
of the plateaux, on the rising time of the pulse and on the dead 
time of the discharge are subjects which have been carefully 
studied by several investigators. 
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As a rule, the general choice seems to favor 'the -use of 
polyatomic gases, since it is observed that the gas amplification 
factor changes slovrly with the potential difference across the 
counters as a result, long and flat plateaux are obtained result
ing in a higri degree of stability and reprodutibility of the 
systemj the main disadvantage of their use is the relatively high 
potential difference required (of the order of ^«10^ Volts) vihlch 
imposes a careful design of the -anode lead in insulators and 
special connecting cables and connectors which are not of a standard 
use. 

In our experiments several gases and gas mixtures were 
used or tried and our final choice resulted in a compromise betvjeen 
the ideal characteristics, the availabili-ty from local maxiufacturers 
and the simplicity of the gas purifying systea - if any« 

Very good results were obtained with a mixture of helium 
and isobutane (l,.5;o) - the so call ed Q»gas« Although its use provides 
long plateaux (of the order of 300 volts), with a slope not larger 
than i;'b (fig, 5) and requires a comparatively low operating voltage, 
its main disadvantage is the long dead, time ( 6 5 / 3 ) the hig.h cost and 
the availability (imported gas). 

Very good results are being obtained through the use of 
pure propane (furnished by ULTRAGAS S.A.)(fig<. Traces of sulfur 
compounds and water vapoui.' are eliminated hy a simple system which 
consists essentially in the use of activated charcoal and a 
dehumidifier which consists of dried anionin re.GJna Tne gas, freed 
of its most unwanted impui"ities is fed to the counter' tiiroueli a 
silica gel tube provided with some glass wool whose purposes are of 
giving a visual indication of the efficiency of the dehumidifier 
system and of avoiding any dust particles from entering into the 
covmter, 

•'Eie obtained plateaux are usually about 8OO volts long 
and flat; their length and slope are influenced by the presence of 

j _ 
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watei- vapour and impurities so that a reactivation of the de
humidifier and of the charcoal trap should be made every two 
months or so •• depending on its size and the use of the equipment. 

VI - EIi;CTROMIC SYSTEM 

ihe continuous distribution - (this continuous distribu
tion of pulses arises from the continuous distribution of energy 
of the emitted beta particles, from fluctuations of the number of 
primary ions, from the length of the trajectory of the particle 
inside the counter and from the effective value of the electrical 
field strength in the positions where such ions are formed) - of 
pulse amplitudes originated from a proportional comter imposes 
severe requirem.ents in the design of the linear am.pllfiei's and on 
the pre-amplifiers used, since it implies the existence of pulses 
(originated from particles which have produced a small number of 
primary ions) whose amplitude may be smaller than tlxat due to the 
noise from the amplifying system. Since in absolute measurements 
every emitted particle must be counted, it is an important require
ment to use a detecting system so designed that the overlapping of 
noise pulses with those due to particles should be as small as 
possible, in order that only pulses originated from ion pairs produc_ 
ed by real particles would be selected by a suitable pulse amplitude 
discriminator. 

In order tha.t such low amplitudes pulses originated in the 
counter can be counted. It is an important requirement to use a pre-
-amplifier designed in such a way that it should show a sensitivity 
as high as possible under a minimum noise amplitude (fig. 2b). The 
overall gain of the pre-amplifier plus the linear amplifier system 
should be as high as reasonably possible, in order Umt the 
proportional counter could be operated in a region of low gas 
amplification. These requirements impose very difficult problems in 



the design of the arapllfierj, if a constant gain is wanted for all 
the pulses originated in the oounter (as would be the case, e.g., 
for beta spectra measurements) <, 

VJh.en the greatest interest is in counting all the pulses 
of an aiflplitiide equal to or larger than a pre-determined value (as 
set by the noise figure of the system), the amplifier design is 
less criticali since however pulses from a wide range of amplitudes 
do occur, the amplifier should be designed in such a way it should 
be not overloading and should be of a sufficiently high frequency 
response to avoid piling up of pulses and losses due to such 
effects and h^ysteresis effects of over or undershooting of the 
amplifier gain from preceding pulses. 

In our counting system, the pre-amplif iers which are 
being used are charge sensitive and have a very low noise; the low 
Input capacity and low grid current noise are obtained by using an 
electrometer tube in the first stage of the pre-amplifier, The 
amplifier and scaler used are built by Nuclear Chicago Co. 
(Ultrascaler, Model 192-A) and was modified to increase its dynamic 
range by the use of solid state diodes introduced in feed-back 
loops^ A rotary switch installed in the input circuit (which 
was modified) allows pulses from a single chamber or from both 
chamber to be counted. 

VII - SOURCE PI^PARATIOII 

The preparation of active sources for absolute measure
ments of the actii'ity is one of the less usual, the most difficult 
and challenging teciiniques| unless the utmost care is taken in the 
preparation of the supporting film, in the process of metallizing 
the film, in the source deposit on such film, and in the source 
mass measurem.ent, larg;e errors can occur which would make mean
ingless the use of special counting equipment for such purpose. 



In the following lines, the main outlines of the 
techniques which have evolved in our laboratory during the last 
two years villi be presented. 

1. Preparation of the source supporting film 

Although several plastic films were used in ourlaboratory, 
we will concern our attention only to the properties of VYNS, since 
the best results were obtained with its use. 

Due to its properties, the use of VYNS films is an almost 
general practice in all tye laboratories engaged in this field of 
activity. 

l.a) Properties of the VYNS films 

l&itil a few years ago, one of the largest sources of 
error in absolute measurements with h iT counters was the 
impossibility of using supporting films sufficiently thin and 
physically resistant for ttie deposition of either alfa or low energy 
beta sources. Tnrougli the use of synthetic resin films, which are 
now used, the problems arising from the energy loss of the particles 
traversing such source supporting films can be made so small that 
its influence can be neglected in a large number of cases, since 
films with a thiclmess of the order of mici'Ograms/cm can be used. 

Tlie resin used in our laboratory (''/YNS) is an acetate of 
polyvinylchloride, fabricated by the Bakelite Co,., New York, USA. 

Some of the most important properties of those films are 
the following: 

a) Films of a few micrograms/cm ' can be made easily and 
the energy loss of particles through them ea,n be 

neglected in most cases, 

I)) Tne lov: atomic num.ber (equivalent) makes the correc
tions due to the scattering of the particles negligible. 
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c) VYNS has a rernarlcable chemical resistance, being 
attached practically only by acetonic compounds and 

by ethers. As a result, such films resist the 8,ctlon of the 
chemical agents which quite often are used in the preparation of 
the soui-'ce. 

d) 'It-iermal resistance - Ihe sources deposited on VYNS 
films can be dried vv'ith an infra-red light and show 

no deterioration- No observable changes are noticed on the film 
structure and properties, even after it has undergone the influence 
of the high temperature of the tungsten filament during the 
metallization process. 

e) Since it can be observed that the films are not affect_ 
ed by atmospheric influences, they can be prepared in, 

batches and stored for use. 

The remarliable resistance properties of those films to 
atmospheric agents makes them the ideal supporting material for 
reference sources, which vjill show no observable change in physical 
properties after long time of use. 

1.b) Tlie manufacture of source supporting films 

VYNS is usually obtained from the manufacturer as a 
white powder ŵ hich can be dissolved in cyclohexanone. 

Since such a solution of VYNS is stable and lasts for 
several months, our procedure is to prepare a concentrated solution 
of one volume of powder dissolved in two of cyclohexanone. For the 
manufacture of film̂ s the concentrated solution is dissolved again 
in cyclohexanone^, using three voluines of the solution and t\io 
volumes of cyclohexanone» Althougti the concentration of the final 
solution has some influence on the film thickness, it is observed 
that the final thiclciess depends on the spreading of the solution 
drop on the collecting surface which usually is water. 
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To prepare the film, it is Lisual to let from one to three 
drops of the solution fall near to one edge of a large plastic 
basin filled vjith distilled water: the drop solution spreads over a 
large area of the water surface. In order to obtajji a better 
uniformity of the film thickness one can use a vjooden stick, placed 
near to the basin edge. As the drops \̂ iill fall between the basin 
edge and the wood stick (closer and a.long the vjood stick), this is 
displaced over the water surface with a constant speed. The 
uniformity of the film deposit can be judged from its inability to 
show interference of the light by reflection, 

Tne film thus formed can be transferred to the final 
frame simply by placing such frame (in our case an aluminium disc 
0,1 mm thick, of 3 cm of external diameter and a central punched 
hole of 1 ,5 cm diameter) on the region of the spread film which 
is chosen; the excess of the film over the edges of the disc is 
cut simply by touching the edges with ones finger. Once this is 
done, the frame can be withdrawn from the water, without affecting 
the flLm, by tilting and drawing it out slowly. 

It is necessary that the v̂ ater surface and the air in 
the room should be free from dust, which might otheri'iiise deposit on 
the one of the film surfaces. 

1, c ) Measurement of the film thiclmess 

The measurement of the film thiclciess can be made either 
by gravimetric, by absorption or by optical methods. 

The gravimetric method involves the use of microbalances 
and is currently used in several laboratories, although it presents 
some disadvantages when compared with other methods: 

1 . Weighing with microbalances is a lengthy and tedious 
procedure. 
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2. In order that the measurements be significant, a 
careful appraisal of the film distribution on 'the 

frame is required, since an excess or lack of film over the 
supporting metallic frame v u l give rise t o errorsj this require
ment involves special care in the procedures used in picking up the 
f i l m from the w s ^ s r surface. 

3 . In the case where the film is unhomogeneous, the 
calculated thickness corresponds to an average value 

which may be significantly different from the true thickness of the 
central part of film - which is obviously the only important region. 

k. Since the films will be laid on a frame whose weight 
i s previously measured, special care in handling the 

frame is required to avoid chianging its mass by the presence of 
impurities which might arise in the handling process. 

Although those disadvantages are notorious, the long term 
stability and the simplicity of the operations involved in checking 
the operation conditions of the microbala,nce are advantages which 
completely offset the jncovenients pointed out above» 

l-'^O ProGedures for nie_i:alxj..z.uiĝ tjie film 

Althougia some authors believe tha,t the presence o f a small 
area o f a. non-conducting material inside a k"^ couD.ter does not 
disturb the electric field distribution, this is only true when such 
area is negligible as compared with the total cathode area of the 
counter. In t h e great majority of counters, whose dimensions are 
reasonable, the disturbance introduced by the presence of such 
materia.!s on the behaviom* o f the counter can become very important 
and make the use o f a conducting film imperative. 

The u s u a l procedure consists simply i n covering the film 
with a thin layer of acquadag or o f an evaporated or sputtered 
metal, in t i i gh vacuum. 
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In our laboratory the technique of vacuum evaporation 

of metals in used routijnely and although there are several metals 

which can be used for such purpose, our experience is that the 

use of gold always gives the best results. Although metals such as 

aluminium, ooppex", silver etc, can be used, the chemical stability 

of the metal layer plays a very important rola in the final 

properties of the film| t.hJ.s was observed to be the case when 

aluminium t-jas used, since lbs oxldati.on leads to a change in the 

properties of the VYÎïS filnis which become wrinkled andbreak easily 

and expontaneously after a few days. l"he same behaviour should be 

expected with copper and a similar effect with silver, due to its 

ability to absorb traces of h-ydrogen sulfide usually present in 

air. 

The apparatus used for the metallization of the films 

X'cas built in the l&i;>oratory aiid is sliovvii in figure 5« 

The procedi.ire used is start the evaporation only when the 

pressure in the system falls to about 10 '"mm Hg. It takes about 15 

minutes to reach such a pressure a.fter the oil diffusion pump is 

onj since our pump can start v-'lth a fox'epressure 10 ""mm lîg, the 

total time required to reach the appropi'iate vacuum pressure for 

metallizing takes only about 20 minutes. 

Tne metal to be evaporated is v^rapped around a tungsten 

filament and :its temperature is raised until the evaporation 

starts. 

Since the distribution of evaporated particles is 

practically isotropic, the films are disposed at equal distances 

from the filament:, in vdnat would be the equivalent of a spherical 

distribution.. 

1x1 is precaution is recommended in order that all the 

films should show axi evaporated metal deposit of the same thick

ness. 
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The évaporât!Cîji ox' tĥ-- m-:--ul is done slowly, not only in 

or^der to aLlr',Af a pve--ii.e .̂.ontrol of it;s thickness but also wi-bh 

the purpoîe ;>f •:iec;r'eas1i)g fche aïnouïît o f heat radiated from the 

filament it ord-^r to a\v/ld da'nag'r, --4'' the films. 

Ifr: -fhiekness of t h e dep!--.;d,t is oîîntrolled by observing 

•the colou^' .;.r • h-' at: 't 1:5- r ^ i f i ec ted ligtit on the aluminium 

supporting f •"&!;': " and f''', , ;.• ..'•-.ïud 1 i-mt a dark blue dep;)sit Is quite 

suitable. 

*ïtie true thioJfcnoss o f t h e metallic deposit can be evalxmt-

éd. by weigi:i.ing tlïe films bë'fo.f*i./ axid after 'tiie evaporaticûj process., 

The precise knowledge of thfe inoi.al deposited on the film is 

important in order ilmt. rb^ absoï'ption can be computed - and such 

an absorption c?in -'-e s;iipiiticant wb-en low energy beta ray sources 

a r e being !';oujrted<. 

AlLhougli sometiiiies botl;! faces o f t h e film should be 

metallized, it is kn,owi that whsi thin films ai'e used, the same 

conducting effect c:ian be achieved tiy depositing, on one side only, 

an ajîiount o f metal si lightly large.r riian wha.t would be required if 

botti faces were n i e tE l i lEea . : . it is found, for instance, ttiat when 
o 

gold is usedî a layer of about 15 niicrograms/cm'" is sufficient for 

that purpose. 

Since the length and t h e slope of the plateaux a r e serious

ly affected by the presence of ncn conducting areas inside the 

counter, its observation aliow a good criterion for evaluatin.g both 

the toinimum required thickness and the uniformity of those deposits. 

2. Spurc preparation 

2.a) The préparation of a source suii^able for absolute raeasui'ement 

vvith a h-Ti O'Ciunter ij o.ne o f the most delicate and critical 

opar-ations involved in the deterrfiiaation of the specific activity. 

For such a meaëï,n'ement it is important to know precisely not only 
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the true welgtit (or mass) of the Isotope under measurement, but 
?ji experimental procedure m,ust be followed to assure that no lumps 
or crystal are formed v/hich would disturb the ideal uniform 
distribution. Once an examination of the deposit under a microscope 
will assure thai .the source raaterial is evenly distributed, the 
precise Imowledge of the area under whicti it is spread and its 
total weiglit will allow an accurate estimate of the self-absorp
tion factor to be taken into account. 

Since in the great majority of absolute activity 
determinations only carrier free isotopes are used, the sources are 
usually pi-epared by taking an aliquot from the isotope solution and 
by spreading it afterwards over the central region of the support
ing film. It is usual to use Just one or a few drops from the solu
tion, to which a wetting agent, such as insulin or ludox is added, 
with the purpose of obtaining an uiniform deposition. 

It is found that unless a suitable wetting is added, dur
ing the evaporation process which the drop is submitted to (with 
the help of an infra red lamp, vacuuni etc.), there is a large 
tendency to crystal formation around the edges of the initial drop, 
where most of the radioactlA^e atoms v/ill be concentrated, 

Ludox is used Lastead of insulin, since tliis protein, as 
obtained eommerciallj^, usually ha,s large amounts of phenolic 
compounds and glycerin v;hich vjill leave an observable residue after 
evaporation. On the other b̂ jnd, since ludox is a colloidal solution 
of silicon a,t ^C, no such effects are observable and very 
homogeneous deposits are obtained,. 

In our Laboratory insulin is being used 70'^ diluted. 

2.b) Determination of the source mass 

In order to determine the specific activity of a solution 
it is required that the raa,ss of the deposited aliquot on the film 
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be knov/n accuratelyo Biis is often a difficult problem since it 
involves small weiglits vihich must be measured with the highest 
possible precision. Many difficulties arise due to problems of 
evapor-ation that occux- dioring the experimental procedures of dilut 
ing, depositing and weiglring the sample. Another factor which 
plays an important role is the adsorption of the radioactive atoms 
by the micropipet .internal walls. 

In our laboratory, use is made of an analytical micro-
balance m,ade by Sartorius Werke (GBttingen) (fig. 6) viith a 
precision of 5 micrograms axid a sensitivity of 1 microgram, v.rith 
a maximum load of 20 grains. 

As it is usual with such equipment, the balance is 
installed on a.. v,ibration free support in an air conditioned room 
which maintains both the temperature a;nd the humddity constant. 
As it is l"Xi0\"m, an extreme cleanliness end periodic tests of its 
sensitivity are required. The .model used is provided wdth an 
special device which bi'lngs the weighing plate support to the 
outside of the balance housing by means of a manipulator which 
opens momentarily a window whenever the plante reaches the housing 
front surface; this avoids undue contact with the external atmos
phere during the operations of loading and unloading the balance, 
helping to maln.ta.in, the constant temperature and humidity of Its 
components. 

2»c ) Methods use^d_tg_det_ermjne_the_ sojjrce jgass 

The isotope whose activity is to be measured is usually 
provided as a solution in a. sealed container and there are 
several methods wiilch can be used for the processes of extracting, 
diluting, depositing and v/eighing a sample from, such a solution. 
Micropipets, m.icroburetes oxiâ picnoraeters .may be used successful
ly-

'Dae proced.x.tr-e used m.ore often are: 
, — ^ 

iNSiiruro Oil ^.r-it^w^ .A A r O M s c A 
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lo Polyethiylene picnometer. 

The mass Is determined by v/eighing previously the 
picnometer, then introducing the solution in it and xveighlng again, 
in order to determine the weigh,t of the solution. After one or more 
drops are deposited on the film support, the picnometer is weighed 
again in order to determine the mjass of aliquot. Tiriis method gives 
an accuracy of about Ô l̂ '/t)» 

2. Determination of the vjeight of the film plus the solu
tion deposited on it. 

As in the preceding teclinique, the solution is diluted 
with a micropipet, previously treated with an inactive solution of 
the material which is to be deposited. In a second step, the micro
pipet is used to deposit the solution. By measuring the weight of 
the film and the solution drop at different time intervals, (in 
order to correct for the losses in mass due to the v/ater evaporation), 
a plot of the weight values against time will provide the mass at 
zero time by extrapolation of the straight line thus obtained. 

This method is more tiresome than the foi-mer and jîrovides 
the same degree of accinr'acy (about 0,15'/j)o 

2.d) Correction for self-absorption 

The crystals VN/hich are sometimes found on the source 
supporting films are due to chemical carriers or to other substances 
used in the preparation of the radioactive sources and v/hich cannot 
be eliminated. Ilie presence of such aggregates are important ivhenever 
a source of lov/ energy beta rays is measured. It can be shown that 
for isotopes which emit beta I'-ays of maximum energy of about 1 MeV 
or higher, the effect of absorption cn such unv/anted materials can 
be neglected. Tlieir influence however, must be taken into account 
v/hen the maximi-im energy- is smaller than about 1 MeV, even v/hen an 
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/ jud (1 - e x p o - jxd) a = a 
0 

where is the mass a.bsorption coefficient. 

This formula is approximatej, since it does not taken 
into account the crystctlline structure of the sample and has a 
meaning only v/hen d is the true thickness of the source, whereas 
the experimental value of d, as determined experimentally, is its 
mean value. Similar considerations hold for ^, since it is known 
to depend on the source thickness, the shape of the beta spectrum 
and the geometry of the counting system, (due to the influence of 
the self-scattering of the beta rays in the source). 

2.e) Methods of measurement of the self-absorption 

lo Method of the successive dilutions 

V-Jith sources of an increasing degree of dilution, a 
graph is plotted of the variation of the activity against the 
concentration and the graph is extrapolated for an infinite dilu
tion (or zero concentration); such a plot show the effects of the 
self-absorption for various concentrations. One should remember 
however, that by increasing the dilution the size of the crystals 
is not diminished, the increase in their mean distance being the 
main factor responsible for the observed phenomenon. 

2. Correction by the shape of the spectrum 

From the toov/ledge of the source thickness, the cut-
-off energy can be calculated, providing an estimate of the frac-

uniform deposit is obtained through the use of a wetting agent as 
discussed in § 2.a» 

The decrease in activity- due to the presence of absorb
ing materials In a source of thiclaiess d, is given by 
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tion of the energy distribution spectrum which is not being count
ed. The measured results are then corrected accordingly, 

3« Method of the added tracer 

One way to correct for the self-absorption consists 
in incorporating to the source, during its preparation, a known 
amount of another isotope of short half life and of a similar 
energy spectrumo Since the number of particles emitted by such an 
isotope is previously known^ a comparison between the actual and 
the expected counting rates gives the correction factor wanted. 

The accuracy which can be obtained through the use of 
such method depends of course 'rather critically on the precision 
with which the added activitj' is toown, since one can assume with a 
good approximation that the atoms of the isotope which one '/.'arits 
to measure and those from the s.dded isotope will show the same 
degree of dispersion in the microerystals which appear on the 
supporting film. 

^" Correction by means of Imown experimental data 

Since curves for self-absorption are already known 
for several isotopes, use can be made of such data cnce the mass of 
the source is knovm. 

5 o Correction of the self-absorption through the know-
ls5lSg.-pJ!.lfch.e _sj.ge of the ̂ crystals 

Tne size of the crystals on the supporting film are 
measured by means of a microscope. An usual procedure for such 
m.easurements consists simply in determining the "radius" of the 
crystals. 

Once these values are known, use can be made of the 
experimental data due to Meyer, in wfaich curves are presented show-
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ing the variation of the product between the absorption coefficient 
and the mean crystal "radius", sigciinst the percentage of the 
particles which imdergo self-absorption in such crystals. 

Ihe absorption coefficient can be obtained from the same 
curves as a function of the maximum energy of the beta rays emitted 
by the nuclide un.der study. 

VIII - ROUTIME TESTS iJJD CISSCl^ 

Since the absolute determination of activities requires 
measurements of a high degree of precision, there are several tests 
and checks which should be carried out periodically in order that 
the obtained results should be considered trustworthy. Some of the 
most preeminent amongst such procedures are the following: 

1 . Determination of the plateau from both counters with 
source mider measurement. Determination of the 

symmetry of both counters (by rotating the plane of the source by 
180«?). Determination of the stability of the gas mixture and the 
counting system. 

2. Determination of the pulse heiglit distribution and 
losses due to pulses of a small amplitude. 

3 . Periodic raeasurem.ents of the resolution time (v/lth 
en oscilloscope and source, to determine the recovery 

time of the counters and by m.eans of a double pulse generator to 
check the circuit losses). 

Determination of the threshold energy for beta count
ing. 

5. Statistical distribution of pulses. 

6. Study of the counting system long term stability. 

7 . Measuretneat of the ge,s amplific8,tion factor. 

t .Ni ir t^j , , , A T Ô M I C A 



" • i : peocedure for such measurements (fig, 7 - 8 ) consists 
in calculating A (the gas amplification factor) by means of the 
formula 

.A. = C dV / n e 

wiier'e 

G .,. total distributed capacity between the charge 
collecting electrode and ground. 

dV ... pulse height.. 
n ... nurnbiri' of priinery ions produced by the particle, 
e ... electron charge. 

The number of primary ions can be computed readily 
whenever only particles of a well defined range are used, such as 

-10 
the alpha pe^rticles from a triin source of Po . In this case, the 
number of ion pairs is given by E/lv, where E is the alpha particle 
energy and W the energy required to produce one ion pair in the 

Ttie gases most comraoniy used in our laboratory are either 
propane or a mixture of helium and isobutane (Q-gas). For the 
raeasurem.ent of the distributed capacity an L-C Telctronix capacity 
bridge was used. 
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Flg. 1 a - 4TÍ counter assembly 
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Fig. l b - Pre-asaplifier and source support 
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